ALL ABOUT SHOTGUN LOADING EQUIPMENT

BY JAY

Shot shell holders for you who don’t shoot open is one of the areas of 3 gunning
that has seen more new products in the past couple of years than any other
innovation. With the onslaught of the load 2 / load 4 method we have seen many
new products. The load 2 / 4 method has evened out the game of shotgunning by
providing newer shooters with a gross motorskill loading method that can be
learned and maintained more quickly than the load 4 / stuff ‘em in method.

There are quite a few companies out that make products you might like and there
are a wide variety of prices. I try and list many of them here and discuss some of
the pros and cons. I have had my hands on almost all of them at some point. I
will try and focus on those items that hold 4 shells for comparison. You can
basically double the price for each additional 4 shells you would want to hold.
TACCOM http://www.taccom3g.com/
Taccom is a MN based company and Tim is a 3 gunner with many designs. He has
products in all price ranges. If you like to keep your money in Minnesota, give
Tim a call, he is knowledgeable and will get you set up with what you need.
The duaload is one of the most economical systems at a price of 18.00 for a 4
shell caddy. If you want something to hold your shells securely or are not in the
game to win the loading race this item is a good one to begin with. You can affix a
techlock, safariland or like product to the back in any angle configuration the
holes will allow.

The quaload from Taccom is the next step up with a price of about 40 dollars for a
4 shell holder. This product allows you to grab all 4 shells at once.

4UP QUALOAD SHELL

CARBON ARMS

http://www.carbonarms.us/TWinS-Shotgun-Loading-Systems/

This company offers 2 distinct set ups. The pinwheel system (SSL) and the (FSL)
Fast Shotgun Loader. This is a shooter owned company, with both Mark and
James being good guys with a nice product line.

The SSLP4 is around 40 to 50 dollars depending on if you need a techlock backer.
For each additional 2 rounds added to the system you can expect to pay about 20
dollars.

SSLP4 Pinwheel

SSl Pinwheel

The FSL system is an 8 shell minimum shotshell holder and is 96 dollars, cut in half
that is 48 dollars per 4 shells. This item is very compact and will assist with saving
space on the belt.

Carbon Arms TWinS FSL8

AP CUSTOM http://www.apcustomusa.com/

AP is another shooter owned company and Aaron is a heck of a guy.
L2/4 Shotshell Carrier: The L2/4 is a 4-round 12 ga. shell carrier
system which consists of two L2 shell carriers mounted to an
adjustable billet aluminum backer plate mounted to a Blade-Tech TekLok. The L2/4 backer plate allows the shooter to adjust the angle and
orientation of the two L2s to his or her liking. The backer plate is also

drilled and tapped to accept Safariland ELS and Blade-Tech MOLLE
attachments
This item will run you about 48.95 or there abouts.

4x4 Shotshell Carrier: Our flagship 8-round shotshell shell caddy.
Holds four 2 3/4 in. 12 ga. shells in two adjacent slots. The 4x4 is the
most efficient use of belt real estate on the market. Designed for
loading four shells at once, either strong or weak-handed.
The 4x4 will cost roughly 70.00

4 X 4 Shotshell Carrier

California Comp Works listed on Brownells site.
http://www.brownells.com/shooting-accessories/speedloadersaccessories/shotgun-shell-holders/12-gauge-speed-stripper-prod4148.aspx

For 20 dollars this is one of the most economical ways to get into shotgun loading
gear.

151-000-030WB
Speed Stripper, 4 Rd

151-120-012WB
Speed Stripper, 6 Rd
The Chameleon is made Chech Republic. It is a good looking system, I
heard that it take some time to get it once ordered so order early. I believe
these are around 100 dollars.
http://www.chameleon-fabrics.com/belts/loadtwo-belt

Mark Otto makes a Similar System to the Chameleon. He is a bit hard to
contact but can be reached through Triangle Shooting Sports.
http://triangleshootingsports.com/

He also has traditional vertical 4 shell caddies. I think they run 45 dollars.

